**Glioma**

Newly Diagnosed

Glioblastoma

**BRN0037**
Phase II F-U Whole Brain RT (WBRT) + Temozolomide Chemo-RT in Glioblastoma (GBM) Following Plerixafor

PI: Recht
Pending

**Gross Total Resection**

**BRN0039**
INO-5401 & INO-9012 Delivered by Electroporation (EP) + REGN2810 in Newly-Diagnosed Glioblastoma (GBM)

PI: Nagpal
Pending

**KEY**

- Pending
- Open for Enrollment
- **Link**
- Optional Path
- Trial Posting
- **Extension Study**
- **Immunotherapy**
- Enrollment on Hold
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